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INTRODUCTION
In ancient times the speakers of many languages belonging to the Indo‑
European family of languages performed ̀fire ceremonies,' and today one may still
see vestiges pf these rites among speakers of Indo‑Iranian languages. At temples of

Zoroastrianism, revered by Iranian‑speaking peoples, sticks of the fragrant wood
candana are fed daily to the sacred firei), while in India too the tradition of homa, a

form of fire ceremony, still lives on. In ancient India the fire ceremony was per‑
formed as a basic part of Vedic ritual, but later, with the decline of Vedic ritual and

the rise of Hindu rites, theN ancient fire ceremony was modified and incorporated
into Hindu rites2). Although not great in number, there are also some instances
in which ancient Vedic rituals have, with the addition of some Hindu elements,
been preserved in a form close to that of ancient times.
In the present paper we shall undertake an examination and analysis of one of
the few examples of such an ancient Vedic ritual that has been preserved in a form

close to that of ancient times. The rite with which we shall here deal cannot be
described as a complete re‑enactment of an ancient Vedic ritual, nor is there any
need to maintain that it is. We should rather first take note of the fact that even if it

was simplified in later times and did incorporate some Hindu elements, the tradi‑
tions of this rite have been preserved for approximately three thousand years virtual‑

ly in the manner laid down in the ritual texts.

A considerable amount of literature relating to Vedic ritual has been preserved
down to the present day, and the volume of translations of this literature into Euro‑
pean languages is also quite large. But for people living outside of India it is diM‑
cult to draw mental pictures of altars and utensils that they have never seen and to

understand the actions performed during a rite simply by reading the ritual texts.

In what follows we shall endeavour to deepen our understanding of a typical rite

that has been performed in India since ancient times through the use of
photographs of its actual performance in contemporary India3).
The fire ceremony, basic to Vedic ritual, was eventually ･also incorporated into

Buddhist Tantrism, and the homa rite thus absorbed by Indian Mahayana Bud‑
dhism was disseminated throughout Nepal, Ladakh, Central Tibet, China and
Japan. In the course of this dissemination the form and aims of Buddhist homa
239
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changed, but today it continues to be performed in Tibet, Nepal and Japan. For an
understanding of the structure of Buddhist homa too, knowledge of the structure of
homa as it was performed in ancient India is indispensable.

NEVV‑AND‑FULL‑MOON SACRIFICES
One of the most basic of the Vedic rituals is the dars'a‑ptimpamdsa or ̀new‑ and

full‑moon [sacrifices]'4). ̀Dars'a' is taken to mean ̀the day on which the moon is

seen only by the sun', namely, the day when the moon comes between the earth and
the sun and cannot be seen from the earth, and signifies therefore the ̀new moon',
while ̀ptiruamasa' refers to the ̀full moon'. On the occasion ofthe new‑moon and
full‑moon sacrifices the preliminary rites are performed on the day of the new moon
or the full moon in accordance with the lunar calendar, and the main rites are per‑
formed on.the following morning. Since both the new‑ and full‑moon sacrifices are

almost identical. in content, they are referred to by the compound ̀dars'a‑
ptiripamdsa'. But although this appellation would give the impression that the
procedure and aims of these rites are connected with the motion of the moon, there

are in actual fact virtually no gonnections between the rites and the movement of
the moon or lunar symbolism, and the appellation ifidicates in fact that the rites
were performed regularly every half month. Vedic rituals are of two types, namely,
those of which the regular performance is obligatory and those that are performed
optionally in accordance with need or demand, and the dars'a‑ptiruamasa belongs to

the former category.
The dars'a‑ptir4amasa is said to represent the prototype (prakrtD or model of
all other is.ti5). ̀isti' is a noun deriving from the verb ̀to worship' (V[5Joj), and it

refers to rites that do not involve animal sacrifices or the use of soma. Among the
modifications (vikrtD modelled on the doi:s'a‑ptir4amdsa there is an is. ti known as the

̀pavitresti'6), which is a compound made up of ̀pavitra' (̀that which has a
purificatory effect') and ̀isti'7), and it is regarded as a rite for the atonement or

expiation of sins (prdy(zscitta). Unlike the dors'a:ptir4amasa, which is performed
at regular intervals, thepavitresti is performed When'the need arises for some form
of purification and it is, namely, an optional rite.

THE PRIESTS AND THE SACRIFICER
An is. ti is perfomed by at least four brahmins, who each belong to one of the
divisions of the Vedas. They are divided into those who have devoted themselves
through successive generations to the study of the Rgveda, those who have similarly
devoted themselves to the study of the Yojurveda, and so forth. In addition, those
athliated to the Yojurvedu, for example, are also divided into a number of ̀bran‑
ches' (s'a'kha)8). Brahmins involved in the study of the three Vedas (Rgveda, Ya‑
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jurveda and Samaveda) and in the execution of rites based thereon came to form
teams, and a clear distihction was made between them and those who performed
rites based on the Atharvaveda, which became the fourth Veda.
It is to be supposed that in the early period, at least prior to the emergence of

the Yoj'urveda, the brahmins versed in the ritual chants of the Rgveda would have
performed the fire ceremony by themselves. , But the system of Vedic ritual that has
come down to us today is not that of the period when the brahmins, each upholding

his own Veda, were vying with one another, but dates rather from the period when
brahmins adhering to the different Vedas divided their duties and collaborated in
the performance of the Vedic rituals. A striking example of such a division of
duties is that existing b,etween the hotr priest versed in the Rgvecia and the adhvaryu

priest upholding the Yojurveda. ̀Hbtr' means literally ̀one who makes offerings to
the fire', and it is to be assumed that at one time the priests associated with the
jRgveda also offered oblations, to the sacred fire. But in the extant ritual texts of
the dars'a:ptirnamdsa and pavitresti the hotr no longer throws ofiierings on the fire
and instead assumes the role of primarily reciting the ritual verses. It is the duty of
the adhvai:yu to thtow the offerings on the fire, and he is assisted by a priest known

as the agnldhra. The function of the brahman is to watch whether or not the ritual
is being performed as prescribed, and about the only time that he really participates
is when he partakes of the sacrificial cake.

The above‑mentioned four priests do not, however, perform the dars'a‑
pnrnamasa or pavitresti of their own accord; they perform it upon being invited to
do so by a ̀sacrificer' (yojamdna) and his wife. In order to undertake the dans'a‑

ptir4amasa three fires, known as the ̀sacrificial fire' (ahavantya‑agnD,
̀householder's fire' (gdrhapatya‑aghD and ̀southern fire' (daksin.a‑agni), are
necessary (Fig. 1). The sacrificial fire is usually within a square hearth and serves as

the main fire for making offerings. The householder's fire is used for baking the
sacrificial cakes and is in a round hearth. The southern fire is for the purpose of
heating the clarified butter and is within a semicircular hearth9).

The sacrificer or patron of the dars'a‑ptiruamdsa must be an agnihotrin, or
brahmin who keeps the sacred fire continuously alive in his own home, and it is
necessary for the house of an agnihotrin who aspires to become patron of the dars'a‑

ptirnamltsa to be provided with the hearths for the aforementioned three fires
(Fig. 20). The structure of the dars'a:ptir4amasa is as follows: the sacrificer invites

the priests to perform the rite, presents them with cooked rice (caru) in reward for
their services, and then awaits the results or benefits of the performance of the rite.

Insofar that several priests are,bound for approximately half a day every two weeks,

a certain amount ofrecompense is necessary. Participating in the dars'a‑ptiruamOsa
doubtless guaranteed the social qualifications of each priest in his capacity as a

brahmin.
It is to be noted that this rite is performed basically so that the sacrificer may
obtain some sort of religious boon. As was stated earlier, thepavitres(i is a type of

optional rite and is performed in response to a wish such as the purification of
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sinsiO) or the healing of illness. In this case too the benefit of the rite accrues to
the sacrificer.

On the eve of the day when the dars'a‑ptir4amasa is to be performed, the
sacrificer must purify himselfii). By virtue thereof he and his wife become qualified
to participate in the rites of the following day and may eXpect to enjoy the benefits

that accrue from the performance of the ritual.

THE GENERAL PROCESS OF THE PAVITRESTI
Ritual represents the enactment of a predetermined semantic system by means
of action. Consequently ritual is performed by repeating the same procedure, and
the person performing the ritual meditates on its meaning each time it is repeated.
But this repetition is no source of hardship for the oMciant, and in fact the very act

of repetition provides the conviction of being in a world that has been consolidated
by tradition.

The procedure followed in the dans'a:ptir4amdsa, which has been repeatedly
performed for as long as three thousand years, is truly elaborate and possesses a
remarkable structurei Stated in general terms, the preliminary rites are performed
in the first half and the main rites follow in the second half. In the first half the
ritual utensils are sacralized, the offerings are prepared and the altar is constructed,

while in the second half the offerings are thrown onto the fire within the altar. The

oblations may be divided into the principal offering and two additional offerings
that precede it and follow it. A more detailed overview of the structure of this
ritual is given below. It may be noted that thepavitresti which we witnessed in July

1979 began at 7.30 a.m. and ended at 11.40 a.m. In the following outline we have
also added the time at which each stage begani2).
Since the content of the dars'a:ptirnamasa is virtually identical to that of the
pavitresti, it is possible to infer the temporal scope of the former on the basis of
the time that elapsed in the latter.

PrQcedure for the Ptivitresti

Time

1. PreliminaryRites
1.1 Vitalization of the fire

7.55

1.2 Fetching in the holy water

8.39

1.3 Preparation of the sacrificial cakes

1.3.1 Measuring the ingredients
1.3.2 Sacralization of the water
1.3.3 Sacralization of the ingredients and utensils (1)

1.3.4 Making the sacrificial cakes

8.41

8.42
8.46
8.49

1.4 Construction of the altar (vedD h
1.4.1 Digging up the ground and marking out the altar
1.4.2 Sacralization of the utensils (2)

9.46
9.54
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1.4.3 Sacralization of the' sacrificer's wife

1.4.4 Taking up the clarified butter
1.4.5 Sacralization by means of water
'1.4.6 Spreading darbha grass over the altar and arranging the

ladles
1.4.7 Arrangement of the sacrificial cakes
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9.56
9.58
9.58
1O.04

2. MainRites
2.1 Preliminaryoblations
2.1.1 Recitation of the kindling verses
2.1.2 Libations of clarified butter

2.1.3 Preliminaryofferings
2.1.4 Offering of portions of clarified butter

10.11

10.18
10.22
1O.24

2.2 Principaloffering
2.3 Subsequent oblations

2.3.1 (ipahoma
2.3.2 Svis.takrtoffering

2.3.3
2.3.4
2.3.5
2.3.6
2.3.7

ldaoffk:ring
Recompense for the priests
Subsequent offerings
Offerings to the consorts of the gods
Strides of Visnu

1O.42
1O.49
10.50
11.00
11.04
11.15
11.26

THE STRUCTURE OF THE PAVITRESTI
We shall now examine the structure of the pavitresti on the basis of the above
ritual procedure.

1. PreliminaryRites
As was noted earlier, in the preliminary rites performed during the first half of

the ritual, preparations are made for the homa, or burnt offering, to be performed
in the second half of the ritual. An important notion underlying these rites is the
sacralization of the offerings, utensils, altar, and also the priests.

1.1 V]ftalkationoftheEh,e
If a brahmin should stand before the fire in the hearth of his own home and pro‑
claim, "Henceforth I shall together with my wife maintain the fire here," and if he

then continues to keep the fire alive with pieces of cow dung and other fuel, he
becomes an agnihotrin or one who maintains the sacred fire. The fire used in an is. (i

such as the dars'a:paruamasa or pavitresti is one that has been kept alive by an

agnihotrin
in the hearth of his home. '
On the occasion of thepavitresti that we observed in 1979 the fire was produced
by rubbing together fire sticks, or arapt, in the manner shown in Fig. 2. This was
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Fig. 1

The altar for the Pavitresti

1. Ahavaniyafire 2. Garhapatya
3. Daksina fire 4. Vedi (altar)

5. Sabhyafire 6. Avasatyafire
7. Pranitawater
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

The basic position of Adhvaryu priest
The basic position of Agnidhra priest
The basic position of Hotr priest
The basic position of Brahman priest
The basic position of the sacrifier (yojamdna)

13. The basic position of the wife of the sacrifier
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Fig. 2 The priests produce fire by means of fire sticks (ara4D.

When the ritual is performed at the sacrificer's home,
this procedure is omitted.
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Fig. 3 The adhvat:yu sacralizes the water in the ladle by means of

the water in which blades of darbha grass have been dip‑
ped. Water is, in other words, sacralized by water.

,

Fig. 4 With the assistance of the dgnldhra, the adhvat vu makes

the sacrificial cakes on the west side of the householder's

fire.
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Fig. 5 To the west and north of the sacrificial fire (left) sticks
of wood for enclosing the sacrificial fire are placed, and

the pra4ttO water vessel is placed to the west of the
sacrificial fire. The adhvaryu ritually digs up the
ground for the altar.

Fig.

6 The water in the ladle held up by the adhvaryu is
sacralized. The dgnldhra, with the wooden sword
raised in his hand, chants a mantra.
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Fig. 7 The adhvaryu uses the sruva to transfer clarified butter into

the juhti.
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Fig. 8 The adh varyu spreads darbha grass over the altar .

struction of the altar has now been completed.

"gEvaisswa

The con‑
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Fig. 9 The adhvaryu cuts the baked sacrificial cakes that have

been placed on the altar. The ladles have also been laid
out within the altar.
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Fig. 10

Fig. 10
Fig. 11

j

Fig. 11
The sacrificer stands within the altar and makes a vow･
The main rites now begin.
The hotr recites the kindling verses. He does not throw
offerings on the fire with any of the ladles.

#
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Fig. 13

Fig. 12

Fig. 12
Fig. 13

The adhvaryu throws fuel sticks on the sacrificial fire.
The adhvai:yu pours clarified butter on the fire as an obla‑
tion to Prajapati, the lord of creation.

Fig. 14 The offering of a portion of clarified butter is made to

Agni, the god of fire. The principal offering that follows

is performed in the same manner.
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Fig. 15 After the principal offering the adhvaryu, kneeling down

on one knee, performs the upahoma.

Fig. 16 The gourd‑shaped vessel in front of the sacrificial cakes is
the ida. vessel, and the vessel in front of this is thepnts'itra

vessel.
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Fig. 17 The priests touch with darbha grass the id, a‑ offering held

up by the hotr.

eq

Fig. 18 The adhvar:>7u places the sacrificer's gift to the priests, in

the form of cooked rice, on the altar and chants a mantra.
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Fig. 19 A scene from the subsequent offerings performed after the

principal offering: the durbha grass used for wiping clean
the ladles is thrown on the fire.

Fig. 20 The ritual site at the sacrificer's home in Nasik. The stone
fioor around the sacrificial fire is lower than the surroun‑

ding floor.
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because the priests had come from their hometown of Nasik to Poona, situated
approximately 200km to the south of Nasik, in order to perform the pavitresti.
But even in this case they brought the fire ritually from Nasik, and upon the
conclusion of the ritual they took it back with them (in the form of ashes).
The fire produced in the groove of the aranris still ̀mundane' (laukika) and is
not yet qualified to function in a Vedic ritual (vaidika). Upon having been transfer‑
red into the hearth, the fire is accordingly sacralized and thereby rendered vaidika.

Although elements such as the earth and water also occupy an important posi‑
tion in an is. ti such as the dars'a‑parnamdsa, the importance of fire by far exceeds
that of the other elements. Among the three fires necessary for performing an is. ti,
it is the sacrificial fire that is especially important,, and the adhvar:yu throws the offer‑

ings onto this fire. Once the fire has been transferred from the ara4Tto each of the
hearths, fuel sticks, clarified butter and durbha grass are placed on the sacrificial
fire. This is in order to both sacralize and vitalize the sacrificial fire and to prepare it

for the subsequent ̀burnt offering' or homa. Whereas the utensils and offerings
used in the course of the ritual are sacralized by means of mantras or water, a more
elaborate act of sacralization is undertaken in the case of'the sacrificial fire.

1.2 Iqetching ofHOly W2zter
After the fire has flared up, the water used for purification is "led forward" to
the altar. This water is called ̀pranita', or ̀that which has been led forward', and it

subsequently plays an important role in the durs'a:ptir4amdsa. As may be seen in
figs. 5, 6 and 7, it is carried in a square, wooden vessel furnished with a handle and is
placed to the north of the sacrificial fire.

Prior to the "leading forward" of the water there was no holy water with
purificatory powers at the site of the ritual. The fuel sticks, clarified butter and dur‑

bha grass that were used to set the fire ablaze were sacralized by means of mantras,

and water has not yet been used for the purpose of sacralization. In addition, dar‑

bha grass was used for sacralizing the ladles by which the clarified butter, was
poured onto the fire. But now that the holy water has been,brought ,in, it subse‑
quently plays the leading role in rites of purification.

1.3 Ib,eparation ofthe 027lerings
The two kinds of offerings thrown onto the fire as oblations to the gods in the
dars'a‑ptirnamdsa and pavitresti are baked cakes made of kneaded rice flour and
clarified butter. Because these rituals belong to the is.ti category, pieces of animal

meat are not used, and grains other than rice are also not used. In the sthalipa‑ka,
the so‑called Hindu version of the dars'a‑ptirnamasa which is still performed today,
rice and clarified butter are again the only offerings used.

1.3.1 Measuringthe.Ingredients
At this point, when the fire is blazing and the holy water has been fetched, the

priests commence preparing the sacrificial cakes. They begin by measuring the
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grain (havis)‑‑in actual practice rice or rice fiopr‑‑used for making the .sacrificial

cakes. The adhvaryu places a small ladle called the agnihotrahava4Ton top of the
winnowing basket that is placed on the ground near the householder's fire. Two
blades of darbha grass are then placed across the ladle, and the rice (or rice flour)

passes over them into the ladle. The dorbha grass is believed to be endowed with
sacralizing power, and this action represents a type of filtration. Although the holy
water has already been brought it, it is not used at this stage for the sacralization of

the
rice (or rice fiour). . . ,. ' ' ' placed
, ･in a
On the occasion of thepavitresti in 1979 rice flour had already been
metal vessel, but according to the ancient texts'the rice was bropght to the ritual site

in a small cart from which the priest then took the necessary amounti3). Sacraliza‑

tion by means of water was then performed not on the entire quantity of rice con‑

tained in the cart, but only on the amount that had been measured out.
1.3.Z Sacralization ofthe Pl7Zzter

The water that has been ̀led forward' (pra4rrd) has not yet been suMciently
sacralized, and so it is now rendered suitable for purifying (or sacralizing)' other
objects. In additibn, prior to any important act of sacralization such as the sacral‑
izatjon of the ingredients of the sacrificial cakes, the water is on each occasion sac‑
ralized anew. At this point, immediately prior to the sacralization ofthe ingredients,

representing its most important ̀task' in the course of the is.ti so far, the prauitd
water sacralizes itself.

It is none other than the water that sacralizes itself. The adhvai:yu first scoops

up with a spoon some water from the vessel containing thepra4rro water and pours
it into the agnihotrahavanT and then, holding two blades of darbha grass in his right

hand, he sprinkles the water in the agnihotrahava4Twith the holy water in which the

blades of darbha grass have been already dipped (Fig. 3).' As a result thepra4na
water becomes endowed with the power proper for sacralizing the ingredients of the
sacrificial cakes. There are further instances in which thepra4ita water is transfer‑

red to the agnihotrahavanr and sacraljzed (Fig. 6). But as the is.ti proceeds, such

tt

scrupulous care is no longer taken in sacralizing the water. ' ･
1.3.3 Sacralization of the ingredients and Utensils (I2
Now that the water has been ̀led forward' to the altar and s'acralized by means
of the water itself, the ingredients of the sacrificial cakes that have already been
measured out and the utensils that are necessary for making the cakes are sacralized

with the water that has just been sacralized. This is done by dipping darbha grass
in the holy water and sprinkling it on the ingredients and utensils.

1.3.4 Making the Sacrifcial Cakes
Insofar that the rice for making the sacrificial cakes has been measured out, the

preparation of the sacrificial cakes may.be said to have already begun. But now
that the sacralization of the water and utensils has been completed, an enactment of
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the making of sacrificial cakes commences.
The aduvaryu places a small amount of rice in a small mortar (ultikhala) and
goes through the motions of pounding the rice with a small pestle (musala). In the
case of the pavitresti in 1979 rice flour had been prepared in advance, and this rice

flour was used from the stage when the ingredients were measured out. But during
the ritual the process of pounding the.rice (havis.khaRdana), removing the husks
(nistusikaraipa), and grinding the unhusked rice (tandulapesa4a) is performed
ritually.

When the rice has been ritually made into flour, the priests add hot water to it,
knead it, and make five cakes about the size of the palm of the hand (Fig. 4). The

number of cakes is related to the number of deities to whom offerings are to be
made during the ritual, and in this case the number five represents half of ten, the

number of deities to whom offerings are made in the pavitresti; the remaining five
deities are offered clarified butter.

The sacrificial cakes, which have markings like a ̀tortoise shell' (kapdla), are

baked on the householder's fire. In the pavitresti of 1979 they were placed on an
earthen brick marked with several lines and then bakedi4). Originally, that is to say
in the Vedic rituals of ancient times, it was not a single brick that was used; instead,

a number of small potsherds were arranged in the manner of a jigsaw puzzle to form

a single brick. The lines on the surface of the present‑day earthen brick may be
regarded as representing,the joints of these former potsherdsi5).

1.4 Construction of theAltar (vedD
While the sacrificial cakes, mixed with sacralized water, are being baked on the
householder's fire, the priests begin constructing the altar. On the occasion of the
pavitresti in 1979, however, the altar had already been constructed' with earth,
bricks and cow dung on the day prior to the performance of the ritual (26 July), and
even in cases when the agnihotrin performs the dats'a:ptirnamdsa at his own home
in Nasik the hearths are already in place, as may be seen in Fig; 20, although they
have not･yet been sacralized. In the case of the Vedic rituals of ancient times there
was no fixed ritual site, such as a temple, and a ritual site would be prepared anew
whenever the need arose. The following series of ritual acts relating to the construc‑
tion of the altar is probably a vestige of this earlier practice.

1.4.1 Digging Cip the Ground and Marking Out theAltar
The word ̀vedi' refers to a sacrificial altar in the broad sense of the term. It is

not, however, an elevated altar as one might expect, but is lower than the surroun‑
ding ground because the earth is dug a little in making it. The vedi of the ritual site

at the home of the agnihotrin in Nasik was made of stones placed at a depth of 7‑8
centimetres below the surrounding ground (Fig. 20). At the earliest stage of the
dars'a‑ptirnamasa the ground would have been dug in the shape of the vedi.
Immediately after fire had been produced by means of the aranT, three sides of
the sacrificial fire were encompassed by three sticks of wood, and when the ground
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for the vedi is excavated, even when it is done only ritually; it is the ground other
than this part of the sacrificial fire surrounded by the three･sticks of wood that is

dug.
One function of the vedi is to, serve as a depository for the offerings of clarified
butter and sacrificial cakes and for utensils such as the ladles. Prior to the comple‑

tion of the vedi the oflic)rings and utensils are placed outside the vedi, but after

darbha grass has been spread over the vedi and the vedi has been sacralized, they
are placed on top of the darbha grass.
The procedure for the ritual construction of the vedi is as follows. First the
length of the ̀shoulder' of the sacrificial fire (to the north of 4 in Fig. 1) and then the

length of the ̀buttocks' (to the west of 4 in Fig. 1) are measured. As may be seen in
Fig. 1, the shape bf the vedi would appear to repiresent the upper half of a woman's
body. The part on the east side where the sacrificial fire is situated is called the
̀shoulder', while the part in the west, towards the householder'.s fire and where the
adhvar:yu sits, is called the ̀buttocks'.

･Next the agnldhra prepares a ̀rubbish pit' (utkara) to the north of the
sacrificial fire (7 in Fig. 1). Then the adhvaryu, chanting mantras, takes some
blades of dorbha grass and a woQden sword, transfers them to his left hand, and
then chants a further mantra while touching the wooden sword with his right hand.
The adhvar:yu next places a blade of darbha grass on the vedi and strikes the
ground "either below the grass or from above it" (Fig. 5). He then places the earth

that has been‑or is supposed to have been.dug.up on a small round plate and
looks fixedly at the spot from which the earth ha$ been taken. The earth is then
discarded on the above‑mentioned rubbish pit.
The above actions are repeated three times, and by this means the ground
where the vedi i's to be constructed is "dug up." But because its outline is not yet

manifest, the act of demarcation is next performed.
The adhvaryu says to the brahman, "I shall now undertake the first ̀enclosing'

(parigraha)," whereupon the brahman grants his' permission. The adhvar:yu then
traces the outline of the site of the vedi with a pointed stick called an ̀aburi'. This

represents the first demarcation or ̀enfolding' of the vedi, and it is performed a

second time in the same manner.
1.4.2 Sacralization of the Utensils (2)
As a result of the above actions the ground for the altar (vedD has been ritually

dug up, and its contours have also been ritually demarcated. Next, the priests
purify the utensils, sacralize the sacrificer's wife, and spread darbha grass over the

altar. Upon the conclusion of these actions the altar is completed and it becomes a
place suitable for arranging the sacrificial cakes and placing the ladles used for the
clarified butter.

In order to purify the utensils, the water for doing so is once again sacralized.

The adhvai:yu sits in front of the altar, raises with both hands the small
agnihotrahavapt ladle, fi11ed with water, and sacralizes it (Fig. 6). This is in
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preparation for the next stage, when ̀sacralized water' is required.
The adhvar:yu now heats the ladles over the householder's fire, and after having
melted and removed any butter with which they may have been soiled, he purifies
them by touching each with darbha grass. He then sprinkles each ladle with some
of the water that was sacralized just before. This renders all the ladles vaidikai6).
1.4.3 Sacralization ofthe..Sacrij7cerls vaij2
The sacrificer's wife sits to the south of the southern fire and faces northwest.
The participation of the sacrificer's wife is indispensable in the pavitresti and also in

the dars'a:ptir4amasa, but no other woman is allowed to take part. As was mention‑
ed earlier, the fire used in this ritual is the fire that has been kept alive in the home of

the sacrificer (who must be an agnihotrin), although it may have been trans.ferred
elsewhere for･this occasion. In order to maintain this fire, the agnihotrin performs
a simple homa rite twice daily, once in the morning and once in the evening, and dur‑
ing the course of this rite the participation of his wife is required, for when he ladles

the offerings onto the fire, she touches'his right arm with her right hand. It may
also be noted that when an agnihotrin declates his resolve to maintain the fire, the

homa on the first day is performed by his wife. These daily ritual duties of the
agnihotrin and his wife continue to be performed uritil either of them dies, and
following his or her cremation the daily performance of homa is discontinued. In
other words, the agnihotrin must be married in order to be able to discharge his
duties, and neither the daily performance of homa nor the biweekly performance of
the dars'a:ptir4amasa is possible without his wife's participation.

In the pavitresti the sacralization of the sacrificer's wife is now performed.
The ardhvai yu or agnidhra hands a cord made of mufp'a grass to the wife, who ties

it around her waist. This may be regarded as a substitute for the man's sacred
thread (upavita). By girding herself with this grass cord the sacrificer's wife gains
the necessary qualification for taking part in the actual performance of the ritual.

Next, the adhvaryu takes the vessel containing clarified butter from the
householder's fire, places it in front of the sacrificer's wife, and commands her to
look at it. As a result of this action on her part, the clarified butter becomes fit to

pour on the fire.

1.4.4 Tbking (ZP the Clarij7ed Butter
The sacralization of the clarified butter continues with the ̀taking up of the
clarified butter' (dyagraha4a). After having placed the ladles side by side on the
altar, the adhvai vu first places a small amount of clarified butter in the juhdi ladle
with the sruva ladle (Fig. 7) and places it in front of him to his right and outside the

altar. He similarly places a sma!l amount of clarified butter･in the upabhrt and
dhruva ladles and places them also outside the altar. Among these three ladles
(other than the sruva), it is the first two that are generally used in performing homa,

although the dhruvd is sometimes used towards the end of the ritual (see 2.3.6).
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1.4.5 Sacralization by Means of vaZzter
Next, the fuel sticks, altar and bundles of darbha grass for strewing over the
altar are sacralized with holy water. To this epd the water itself must first be
sacralized. We have s,een that the water has already been once sacralized, but im‑
mediately before a rite of sacralization involving water the water itself is again
sacralized. The method of sacralizing the water is quite simple: the water adhering
to some blades of dorbha grass is sprinkled over the water vessel. The adhvai:yu
then sprinkles this sacralized water over the fuel sticks, altar and bundles of darbha

grass, thereby sacralizing them.

1.4.6 Slpreading Darbha Grass Over theAltar andArranging the Ladles
The adhvaryu loosens some of the bundles of darbha grass that he has just
sacralized with holy water and spreads them over the altar (Fig. 8). Next, the ladles

are placed on top of this grass in front of and to the right of where the adhvar:yu
usually sits." The vessel containing clarified butter is also placed together with the

sruva on top of the grass on‑ the altar. . '. ‑･ '
1.4.7 ArrangementoftheSacrij7cialCakes
The adhvai:>7u goes up in front of the householder's fire and pours a little clar‑

ified butter over the baked cakes with the sruva. Then, taking one cake at a time,
he arranges the five sacrificial cakes on the altar and to the left of the ladles that he

has previously placed there side by side. He further cuts the cakes into pieces 2‑4

centimetres square in size (Fig. 9). The preparations for making oblations to the
fire have now been cOmpleted.

2. MainRites
By means of the above procedure the ofierings have been prepared, the altar
has been constructed, and the utensils for placing the offerings in the fire have been

sacralized. Now the offerings are thrown on the sacrificial fire within the altar in

the prescribed manner by means of the ladles and to the accompaniment of the chan‑

ting of mantras. . .
'2.1 beliMinary0blations
The main rite may be considered to be divided into three parts, namely, the
preliminary oblqtions, the principal offk:ring (representing'the main oblations), and

the subsequent oblations. The preliminary oblations begin by adding fuel to the
fire.

2.1.1 Recitation oftheIfindling Verses
After the sacrificer, standing in the centre of the altar, has made a pledge to the
god Agni to observe his vows (Fig. 10), the hotr stands in the centre of the altar and,
facing the sacrificial fire, chants the seventeen verses recited for kindling the fire

(samidhenT; Fig. 11). Each verse ends with the syllable ̀om', and each time this is
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uttered, the adhvai:yu places a fuel stick on the fire (Fig. 12)i7).

2･1･2 LibationsofClarij7edButter
After seventeen'fuel sticks have been thrown on the sacrificial fire ip this man‑
ner to the accompaniment of the kindling verses, the first libation (dghara) of clar‑

ified butter is made. Using the juhti, the adhvar:yu pours clarified butter on the
northern part of the sacrificial fire (Fig. 13). This represents an oblation to the

lord of creation, Prajapati, who is believed to reside in the northern section of
the sacrificial fire.

The dgnidhra, holding the wooden sword in his left hand, then lightly touches
the sticks to the south, in the centre and to the north of the hearth of the sacrificial

fire with the cord of darbha grass with which the fuel sticks were tied,･ thereby
sacralizing them. After the first libation of clarified butter, the hotr performs the
invocation (pravara) of Agni in his role as ancestor.

The adhvaryu then places the juha on ‑top of the upabhrt and,'holding both
ladles with both hands, rises frorn his seat in front of the sacrificial cakes and
crosses from the north side of the altar td the south side. Then, facing towards the
northeast, he poUrs a continuous stream of clarified butter from the ladles onto the
sacrificial fire. After this he makes a second invocation, reciting the names of the
sacrificer's ancestors. This constitutes the second libation of clarified butter.
2.1.3 Preliminar:y OL17Z?rings (prayaij'a)

The adhvaryu puts clarified butter into the upabhrt and juhti and, holding the
former underneath the latter, moves with his left foot first towards the south side of

the altar. Looking towards the northeast, he then directs 'the agnidhra to "have
[the god] listen" to the ritual formula, whereupon the Ognldhra replies, "So be it.
May he hear us." Next, the hotr recites a sacrificial verse tydya), and as the word
̀vausat' is uttered at the end of the verse, the adhvaryu pours one third of the
clarified butter in theJ'uhti onto the sacrificial fire. This is 'the first preliminary offer‑

ing. In the
butter, and
butter onto
butter from

second preliminary offering he pours half of the remaining clarified
in the third preliminary offering he pours all the remaining clarified
the fire. Then, holding the J'uha in his left hand, he pours clarified
the upabhrt into the juha. In the fourth preliminary offering half of

the clarified butter is poured from thejuha onto the fire, and in the fifth preliminary
offering the rest is used. The preliminary offerings thus cofisist of five libations of
clarified butter.

These five preliminary offerings are each directed at particular entities. The
first is for the fuel sticks (samidh), the second is for the god Tanapad or NaraSamsa,
the third is for the god Id, the fourth is for barhis or the sacrifice, and the fifth is for

Agni, Soma and Vispu or for Agni and Soma or Indra and Agni. In the case of the
fifth offering, the object differs slightly depending upon whether the ritual is being

performed at the new moon or at the full moon. The objects of these offerings may
also differ according to different traditions.
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2.1.4 Oiffi?ring ofPortions of Ctarij7ed Butter

Follbwing the five preliminary offerings, two portions of clarified butter
(all'yabhdga) are offered, first to Agni and then to Soma. The adhvar:yu first issues a

direction to the hotr to recite the invitatory verse (puronuvakya) for Agni and then,
after the recitation of the verse, he ladles clarified butter from the dhruva, which
has generally･remained placed on the altar, into thejuha. Next, he crosses the altar
to the south side and directs the hotr to recite the sacrificial verse O,dyd) for Agni.

When the word ̀vausa(' at the end of the verse is uttered, the adhvar:yu pours clar‑
ified butter onto the northeastern part ofthe sacrificial fire (Fig. 14). This constitutes

the first offering of a portion of clarified butter, and it is followed by a second

similar offering, for Soma, which is poured onto the southeastern part of the
sacrificial fire.

2.2 P)'incipalOfiiering
Next the principal offering (Pradhana‑homa), representing the climax of the
pavitresti or dars'a‑ptir4amasa, is performed. In the pavitresti it is primarily the

following ten deities to whom offerings are made, but they differ from the main
deities of the new‑moon and full‑moon sacrificesi8). According to the ritual textsi
the ten main deities of the pavitresti are as follows:i9) Agni Pavamana, Sarasvatr

Priya, Agni Pavaka, Savitr Satyaprasava, Agni Suci, Vayu Niyutvant, Agni
Vratapati, Agni Sipivista, Agni VaiSvanara, and Agni Dadhikravan. The principal

offering is performed in the following manner:20) '
(i) The adhvai:yu directs the hotr to "recite the invitatory verse for the first god,

Agni Pavamana."

(ii) The hotr recites the invitatory verse. ･
(iii) The adhvat:yu directs the hotr to "recite the sacrificial verse for Agni

Pavamana."
(iv) The hotr recites the sacrificial verse, which invariably ends with the word
̀vausat'.
(v) As soon as the word ̀vausat' has been uttered, the adhvaJ vu throws the offer‑
ing onto the sacrificial fire with the words "This offering is for Agni Pavamana

andnotforme." '‑‑ ' ‑‑'' ･‑‑. ･.

(vi) 'The adhvai:yu returns to his seat in front of the sacrificial cakes.

This represents the offering to the first deity, Agni Pavamana, and it is followed
by nine similar offerings to the other deities. This method of making, offerings (i‑
vi) appears not only in the principal offering, but is also found in the two sets of
offerings that precede and follow it, namely, the offering of the portions of clarified
butter and the svis. takrt offering, and the names of the ten deities are also recited

during these two latter offerings. As regards the content of the oblations made
during the principal offering, clarified butter is used for the five odd‑numbered
deities while pieces from each of the five sacrificial cakes are used for the five even‑

numbered deities.

/
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2.3 SbebseguentOblations
The rest of the pavitresti, after it has reached its culminatiQn in the principal
offering, may be regarded as a process for bringing the ritual to a successful conclu‑
sion.

After the principal offering, the upahoma or supplementary homa is per‑
formed. Reciting the pavamana, rastrabhrt and ' other verses and kneeling down
on one knee to the north of the altar near the sacrificial fire, the adhvai:yu pours

the clarified butter with which he has fi11ed the sruva onto the sacrificial fire

(Fig.15). This procedure appears in the pavitresti, but not in the durs'a‑

ptirnamdsa; ･ ' J
2.3.2 Svis.takrtOLZ7lering

As an oblation for Svistakrt Agni, the adhvai:yu takes a small portion from
each of the offerings and, after the recitatiori of the invitatory and sacrificial verses,

throws them onto the northeastern part of the sacrificial fire. The 'wooden stirring

stick (meksa4a) that was used when making the sacrificial cakes is also put on the

sacrificial fire. '

2.3.3 lddOfaring
In the above the deities have already partaken of the offerings, and it is now the
turn of the priests to do the same. The aduvar:yu places the vessel for the id. d offer‑

ing, shaped like a gourd, in front of the sacrificial cakeS and then places in front of
it the pras'itra vessel, for the offerings to the priests (Fig. 16). First, the adhvai:yu
places pieces of' the sacrificial cakes "about the size of the fruit of the a] 'vattha tree,"

namely, about the size of sugar cubes, in thepras'itra vessel. He then cuts a piece of

sacrificial cake for the sacrificer and places it to the east of the dhruvd. Next, he
places clarified butter and pieces of sacrificial cake in the id. d vessel and hands it to

the hotr, who holds it up in both hands, whereupon the adhvaryu, dgnldhra,
brahman and sacrificer gather around him and touch the id. d vessel with cords of

darbha gra,ss (Fig.17). The hotr then invOkes IdO. The adhvaiyu now issues a
direction for the sacrificial cakes in theprds'itra vessel to be taken to the brahman,

who partakes of them as his portion. The sacrificer then shares pieces of sacrificial

cake among the other priests, who also eat them.

2.3.4 RecompenseforthePriests'
The adhvar:yu takes the rice (anvdhar ya) that had been placed on the southern
fire, places it on the altar, and recites a mantra (Fig.18). The sacrificer then
presents it to the priests as recorripense (daksin. a) for their performance of the ritual
21).
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2.3.5 SubsequentOL19Zirings '

First the preliminary offerings were made, then the principal offering was per‑
formed, oblations were made to the gods, and the priests too have received their
share. Now the subsequent offering (anayaij'a), corresponding to the latter part of
the ̀burnt offering', is performed. The principal homa (Pradha"‑na‑homa) is, in
gther words, preceded by preliminary offerings and followed by subsequent offer‑

mgs. , . ‑･‑･ ･‑･ ･ ･

First, the adhvar:yu directs the agnldhra,to place the fuel sticks for the subse‑
quent offerings on the sacrificial fire. Then, using thejuhti'and upabhrt ladles, he
pours clarified butter on the,sacrificial fire from the south side.

Next, the hotr recites the stiktavaka verse while the adhvai:yu wipes the bowls
of the ladles with a bundle of darbha grass which he then throws on the sacrificial
fire (Fig. 19). Although the ladles are again used, practically speaking the oblations
‑ to the sacrificial fire have been concluded, and this act ritually confirms the fact that

the ladles have also fulfi11ed their function. .
The hotr next recites the s'anryuvaka verse, while the adhvai:yu throws onto the
sacrificial fire the three sticks that had been placed around it. As a result the frame

by which the sacrificial fire had been set apart from everything else disappears.

2.3.6 OX7Z?rings to the Consorts ofthe Gods
The priests and the sacrificer's wife move to the vicinity of the householder's
fire, where they perform ̀offerings to the consorts [ofthe godsl' (PatnTsamydy'a). In
spite of the name ̀offerings to the consorts [of the gods] ', however, strictly speaking

the offerings are made to Soma, Tvastr, the consorts of the gods, and Agni
Grhapati:
First the adhvai:yu, with his right knee on the ground and his left knee raised,
pours clarified butter on the householder's fire. Then the sacrificer's wife touches

him with a blade of ciarbha grass, whereupon he directs the hotr to recite the
invitatory verses for Soma, Tvastr, etc. After the hotr has recited the sacrificial

verses, the adhvaryu again pours clarified butter on ･the householder's fire. The
procedure is the same as that for the preliminary offerings.
In the ritual manuals it is prescribed that, following these offerings, the hotr
and other priests should leave the ritual site22). But on the occasion of thepavitresti

inThe adhvar:yu
1979 returns
no toone
left.
'･'makes'an ‑.
ionto･ttthe
the sacrificial
fire and
oblation
tt
sacrificial fire with the dhruvO? the ladle that has until now remained almost
unused. When this oblation has been comPIeted, the sacrifieer partakes of a por‑
tion of sacrificial cake. The adhvai vu then disposes of the remainingpra4ita water
by pouring it onto the dorbha grass on the altar. This stage thus represents a clear‑
ipg away after the conclusion of the ritual.

2.3.7 Strides of Visnu
Starting from the ̀buttocks' on the south side of the altar and taking care not
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to go beyond the sacrificial fire, the sacrificer takes three steps towards the
̀shoulder' ofthe altar, reciting mantras at the same time. This is based on the tradi‑

tion according to which Visnu regained sovereignty over the three worlds by taking
three strides (vis.uukrama).

Thepavitresti has now been concluded, and the priests leave the ritual site with

a clockwise circumambulation. This latter action is doubtless due to the later
influenee of HinduisM.

CONCLUSION
Ori the basis of our above examination of thepavitresti, it･becomes evident that
from first to last this ritual involves a particular distinction, and it is this distinction

that gives significance to the various actions performed during the course of the
ritual. The distinction is, namely, that between the ̀tnundane' (laukika) and the
̀Vaidic' (vaidika) or that which is directly related to Vedic ritual. Everything that
is used during the ritual, be it oflerings or utensils, must be transformed from a mun‑
dane state into a Vaidic state, and in fact approximately half of the ritual is devoted

to effecting this transformation.
Use is made of various utensils on the ritual site, clarified butter and sacrificial

cakes are thrown on the fire, and the prieSts perform an endless train of actions. It

is true that this all actually takes place before the eyes of the beholder, but the
pavitresti or dars'a‑par4amasa is not really concerned with this ̀physical reality'.
Instead, it is a hypothetical meta‑world, ̀Vaidically' charged, with which the ritual

is concerned. Even though the altar may, physically speaking, be built of stone or
bricks, for the priests it is just as if the altar did not exist in its physical form. Once

the altar has been transformed by complex rites into a Vaidic state, it is able to func‑
tion for the priests as an altar in the ritual. And as we have seen, in Vedic ritual it is

stipulated that when that which has been ̀Vaidically' charged has fulfilled its func‑
tion, its Vaidic charge is nullified in the course of the ritual.

Insofar that something that is in' a Vaidic state does not belong to the everyday

world, but is charged with a particular force, it may be described as ̀sacred', and
that which is non‑Vaidic and mundane may be referred to as the ̀profane' in that it
lacks the Vaidic charge, as it were, of the sacred. As in the case of other religious

rites, the pavitresti represents an attempt to consciously relate to the distinction

between the sacred and the profane. But the nature of the relationship between
the sacred and the profane in the Indian "fire ceremonies" changed with the passage
of time. For example, although the sacrificial fire in the pavitresti and that in the

homa of later Buddhist Tantrism may both be described as ̀sacred', their meaning
differs.

A more detailed examination of this question must be left for another occa‑
sion, but it may be pointed out here that whereas the sacred in the pavitresti is
unrelated to the spiritual well‑being (nih.s'reyasa) or spiritual salvation of the
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individual, the sacred in the homa of Buddhist Tantrism is closely connected to
the spiritual well‑being of the othciant of the rite or to that of his client. In
Buddhist Tantrism homa is considered to have two aspects, namely, a spiritual
aspect in which mental aMictions (kles'a) are mentally consumed by fire (referred to
as ̀internal homa') and a ritual aspect incorporating traditions going back to Vedic

ritual (referred to as ̀external homa'). This does not mean to say, however, that

Vedic ritual or Hindu homa rites do not involve the spiritual or internalized
̀sacred' .

Today the term ̀internal homa' jontar‑homa) is used in Hinduism in the same
sense as in Buddhism, and in the interpretations of Vedic ritual found in the
Brahmanas attempts are made to internalize or spiritualize the rites. The Jaimintya‑
bnthma4a, for example, refers to the internalization of Vedic ritua123). To just what

extent this internalization traces a similar course of development in Buddhism

and Brahminism (or Hinduism), and for what reasons and from what point
Buddhism and Brahminism differ from one another are topics for future.research.
IPostscript]

The pavitresti described in the above took place at the request of S. Bahulkar (Tilak Maharashtra

Vidyapeeth, Poona), who asked a group of brahmins from Nasik to perform it. At present, S.
Bahulkar, M; Kolhatkar (Deccan College, Poona) and the present writer are involved in a joint study of
ancient Indian ritual, and this paper owes much to this joint study. The photographs were taken by the

writer and by Miyasaka Yrtk6 'EIM#V!l and Hino Sho‑ un H ny repe , who were at the time (summer of
1979) studying at the University of Poona. The late Professor V.V. Bhide (University of Poona) pro‑
vided Us with the o' pportunity of reading the Kdttyestidipika, while Einoo Shingo jlk 7 ZtsM (associate

professor, Institute for Oriental Culture, University of Tokyo) enlightened us on various aspects
of the literature relating to Vedic rituhl. In addition, we also received information and assistance from

a number of people other than those mentioned here, and we wish to take this opportunity to offer our
sincere thanks to all concemed.

NOTES
1) At the Zoroastrian temple in the Cantonment district of Poona, sticks of candana
wood only are thrown on the sacred fire five times daily (July 1990).

2) For example, the brahmin priest GaneS Sastri Sendye of Lakshmi Road, Poona, used
to perforM twice daily, in the morning and in the evening, a･simple homa in the hearth

on the second floor of his home (1980's). He also performed the sthdlipaka approx‑
imately once,a month, when he would cook rice on the hearth and then offer the rice
and clarified butter to the sacred fire, and this was referred to by him during the course

of the actual rite as the "Hindu･version of the dors'a‑par4amasa" tsmdrta‑
daLs'aparzeama‑sa) (August 1981). This is another example of the incorporation into
Hinduism of the traditions of ancient Vedic ritual. On the stholipaka, see Sepdye

1979: 143a‑148b. ' ･ '

3) The pavitresti considered in the present paper was performed on 27 July 1979 at the

Vaidika SamSodhana Mandala in Poona by a team of brahmins from Nasik (belong‑
ing to the Madhyamdina school of the rv72ite Yojurvecia). Images of deities are not
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used in Vedic ritual, and because in the case of large‑scale rituals the altar is each time

constructed anew, it,is possible to perform the ritual without any fixed site or other
apparati being necessary, unlike in the case of rituals performed at Hindu temples.
A manuscript of the same Pavitresti‑paddhati (Manual for the pavitrestD as that
used by the priests who came from Nasik is kept at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research

Institute and is reproduced in Tachikawa 1985: 77‑91.
4) On the dai:s'a‑ptir4amosa see the following works: Bahulkar 1979, GriMth 1976,
Hillebrandt 1879, Ihara 1976, Kane 1974, Kashikar 1964, Nityanandaparvatiya 1924,
Ranade 1978, Rustagi 1981, S'rautakosZa I, and Tachikawa 1985. In regard to ritual
terminology, we have referred to Biardeau et Malamoud 1976, Caland 1968: XII‑XIV,
and Ihara 1976.

5) There are .minor differences between the new‑moon sacrifice and the full‑moon
sacrifice, and the is.ti is said to be a variation of the formet (Sen 1978: 50). Cf.
Baudhdyana‑s'rautastitra, 2.3.

6) In regard to the pavitresti as an optional rite performed through a desire for some
benefit, see the As'valZtyana‑s'rautastitra, 2.12; Baudhdyana‑dharmastitra, 4.6.2;
Baudhdyana‑s'rautasutra, 28.2; and Caland 1913: 28.2 (S'rautakos'a I72 1962: 594‑597,

and Bandhu 1959: 1614). The brahmins who came from Nasik were adherents of the
rv7zite Yojurveda, and for the overall execution of the dars'a‑ptir4amasa they relied

upon works such as the Katydyanq‑s'rautasatra (Ranade 1978) and VZijasaneyi‑samhita
(Grifuth 1976). But since there are no references to the pavitres(i in works aMliated to

the W'hite ]Yojurveda, they followed the account given in the Baudhdyana‑
s'rau(asarphitd aMliqted to the Black Yojurveda (Tachikawa 1985: 78).

7) Ranade 1981: 53.
8) Cf. Kashikar 1966 and Caland 1968: 2.
9) Nthough three hearths, for the sacrificial fire, householder's fire and southern fire, are
quite suthcient for performing an is. ti, a further two hearths are sometimes added, as in

figs. 1 and 20. But these hearths have almost no function.

10) Tachikawa 1985: 78.
11) S'rautakos'a I‑1 1958: 211.

12) For details on the temporal progression of the rite, see Tachikawa 1985.
13) S'rautakos'a I‑‑1 1958: 264.

14) Cf. Tachikawa 1985: 75.
15) On the arrangement of the kapdla, see Sen 1978: Plans 7, 8, and Kane 1974: 1031.
16) The three wooden ladles called juha, upabhrt and dhruvd are all the same shape but
are made of different kinds of wood, and their shapes vary somewhat according to the
school. Most of the oblations are performed with the former two ladles, although
which of these two is placed on top of the Qther also depends upon the school. On the
material used for making the ladles, see Srautakos'a I‑1 1958: 256, while on their shape
and the shape of other utensils, see Dharmadhikari 1989.
17) On the manner of reciting the kindling verses in the pavitresti, see Srautakos'a I‑2

1962: 595‑596.
18) There are also minor differences between the main deities of the new‑moon sacrifice
and those of the full‑moon sacrifice. For details, see Hillebrandt 1879: 107‑‑116.
1 9) Tachikawa 1 985 : 82‑84L There are different traditions in regard to the order of the ten

main deities (see Ranade 1981:,54).
20) Cf. Nityanandaparvatiya 1924: 60‑65.
21) This rice was in actual practice cooked beside the ritual site and then placed on the
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southern fire, and the priests did not partake of it immediately, but only after the con‑
clusion of the ritual. After the ritual had been concluded, the sacrificer sat to the west

of the householder's fire and performed the bali offering, which was also taken from
this rice (Tachikawa 1985: 74).
22)
23)

Kane 1974: 1080‑1081.
Cf..Bodewitz 1973.
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